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Adaptive Compensation of Traction System
Actuator Failures for High-Speed Trains

Zehui Mao, Gang Tao,Fellow, IEEE, Bin Jiang,Senior Member, IEEE, Xing-Gang Yan

Abstract—In this paper, an adaptive failure compensation
problem is addressed for high-speed trains with longitudinal
dynamics and traction system actuator failures. Considered the
time-varying parameters of the train motion dynamics caused
by time-varying friction characteristics, a new piecewiseconstant
model is introduced to describe the longitudinal dynamics with
variable parameters. For both the healthy piecewise constant
system and the system with actuator failures, the adaptive
controller structure and conditions are derived to achievethe
plant-model matching. The adaptive laws are designed to update
the adaptive controller parameters, in the presence of the system
piecewise constant parameters and actuator failure parameters
which are unknown. Based on Lyapunov functions, the closed-
loop stability and asymptotic state tracking are proved. Sim-
ulation results on a high-speed train model are presented to
illustrate the performance of the developed adaptive actuator
failure compensation control scheme.

Index Terms—Actuator failures, adaptive control, failure com-
pensation, high-speed train.

I. I NTRODUCTION

High-speed trains with their fast and high loading capacities,
have become more popular. In the recent years, a considerable
number of studies have been focused on control design for the
train systems (see, for example, [1]-[5]). To achieve high speed
and loading, the increasing of the automatic train operating
control capabilities of high-speed train is required, which
may increase the possibility of traction system failures. The
traction system generating the traction/breaking force consist-
s of rectifiers, inverters, PWMs (pulse width modulations),
traction motors, and mechanical drives, etc., among which
PWMs, traction motors, and mechanical drives are considered
as actuators. Actuator failures are often uncertain in patterns,
amplitudes, and time instances. These failed actuators may
deteriorate the train performance severely, resulting in time
delay or cancellation of the other trains. Therefore, it is
crucial for the traction system of high-speed trains to study
the effective failure compensation technologies.
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During the past years, some results on fault diagnosis and
fault-tolerant control for high-speed trains have been obtained,
see, for example [6]-[9]. It should be noted that the longitu-
dinal dynamics of high-speed trains are usually used to study
the automatic train control system or fault-tolerant control
problem, since the control design is focused on the train
handling, tracking and braking. Much of the existing work uses
the longitudinal dynamic model with constants parameters,or
the variable parameters with known upper bounds. However
in practice, these parameters are time-varying and dependent
on the track conditions. These constants or bounded variable
parameters cannot represent the characteristics of the system
dynamics well, which motivates the research to derive a new
suitable model to describe the longitudinal dynamics of high-
speed train for the control design. Specifically, a new piecewise
constant model with unknown parameters is presented in this
paper to solve the modeling problem.

On the other hand, when failures occur, it is necessary to
utilize the failure compensation to guarantee the system stable
and even asymptotic tracking. Until now, many results about
the fault-tolerant control are available, see [10]-[17]. It should
be noted that in these results, the parameters of the plants
are assumed either known or unknown but are modeled as
unknown inputs with bounds. Adaptive techniques can be used
to the control problem, in which the parameters are unknown,
to achieve good tracking performance (see [18], [19]), which
is suitable for high-speed trains. But, the unknown failure
problem with the unknown piecewise constant parameters in
the high-speed train has not been studied.

This paper is focused on the actuator failure compensation
problem for the longitudinal dynamics of high-speed trains
with traction system actuator failures. A piecewise constant
model is used to describe the longitudinal dynamic system
with its variable parameters. The design conditions, controller
structure, and adaptive laws are derived for both healthy and
faulty cases to construct the automated train control scheme.
The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as
follows:

(i) For the variable high-speed train dynamics, a piecewise
constant model is introduced to describe the longitudinal
motion dynamics with traction system actuator failures.

(ii) The adaptive controller with design conditions, structure
and adaptive laws is developed for the healthy case when
the piecewise constant parameters are unknown.

(iii) For both the constant parameter model and piecewise
constant parameter model, adaptive failure compensation
schemes are designed for the high-speed train longitudi-
nal motion system with unknown plant parameters and
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traction system actuator failures with unknown failure
time and parameters.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section
II, the dynamical model of high-speed trains are introduced,
and the actuator failure compensation problem is formulated.
In Section III, an adaptive control scheme is developed for
the healthy system with unknown parameters, as the baseline
adaptive system. A simulation study is presented to show the
performance of the proposed method. In Sections IV and V, the
failure compensation schemes for both constant parameter and
piecewise constant parameter systems, are developed, respec-
tively. Simulations for these two cases are also presented to
verify the effectiveness of the failure compensation schemes.
Finally, some conclusions are given in Section VI.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section, we will introduce the dynamic model of
high-speed trains and the model of traction system actuator
failures. Further, the objective of this work and the design
issues for adaptive control and failure compensation are for-
mulated.

A. Longitudinal Motion Equation

The longitudinal train dynamical model is usually used to
study train handling, traction and braking system design. The
train can be considered as a mass point, whose forces are
varying with the operating track conditions. By Newton’s law,
the longitudinal motion dynamics of a train can be described
as [6]:

M(t)ẍ(t)=F (t)− Fr(t)− Fg(t)− Fc(t), (1)

wherex(t) is the displacement of the train,M(t) is the mass
of the train,F (t) is the traction force,Fr(t) is the general
resistance,Fg(t) is the force caused by motion on the grade,
Fc(t) is the force caused by motion on the curve. The force
F (t) acting on the train, is generated by the traction system
to achieve the tractive effort or dynamic braking, which can
represent the action on the train to reduce motion during the
application of the brakes.

Since there are the load-unload cargoes on freight lines and
on-off passengers on passenger lines [2], the mass of a train
is varying between stations. When the train is operated on
line, its mass is constant. Thus, the variable massM(t) can
be modeled as a piecewise constant function depending on the
displacementx of the train. For high-speed trains, the variables
x andẋ representing the displacement and velocity of the train,
respectively, can be measured online by the speed sensors and
track circuits .

Remark 1: For modeling the train, there exist two types
of train models, one of which is to treat a train as a cascade
of point masses connected with couplers. The other one is
to consider the whole train as a point mass [20]. Since the
problem of in-train forces is not so important in short trains
and the speed tracking is emphasized for high-speed trains
(passenger trains), the in-train forces of the couplers areoften
not taken into account. Thus, in this study, we choose the later
model to study the control and failure compensation problem.

B. Resistance Force Models

To obtain the dynamic motion system of the train, the
resistance models should be studied firstly. Three types of
resistances are usually considered to establish the motion
equation.

General resistance.As modeled in [21], the general resis-
tanceFr(t) is approximated by a quadratic function, i.e., the
Davis equation:

Fr(t)=ar(t) + br(t)v(t) + cr(t)v
2(t), (2)

whereM(t) is the mass of the train,v(t) is the speed of the
train; ar(t) defines the train’s rolling resistance component,
(which contributes to the journey, rolling and track resistance);
br(t) defines the train’s linear resistance, (which contributes
to the flange friction, flange impact, rolling resistance between
wheel and rail and wave action of the rail);cr(t) defines the
train’s nonlinear resistance, (which contributes to the rear drag,
head-end wind pressure, turbulence between trains, yaw angle
of wind tunnels and skin friction on the side of the train).

Coefficientsar and br of the Davis equation refer to the
mechanical resistances and are mass related. When a train
moves at a high-speed, the mass independent termcrv

2

becomes dominant [22]. It should be noted that the aero-
dynamic resistance force changes more significantly in term
of coefficient cr in tunnel than in an open air. The tunnel
resistance is related to the train length, the ratio of the cross-
sectional area of the train to the cross-sectional area of the
tunnel, tunnel length and the tunnel roughness [23].

The changes of the coefficientsar, br and cr mainly
depend on the current conditions of the train (mass, speed,
tunnel passing, etc.). When the train is operating under certain
conditions, these coefficientsar, br andcr can be considered
as constants. The train operating conditions depend on the train
displacementx and velocityẋ. Thus, the coefficientsar, br
and cr can be modeled as the piecewise constants depending
on the displacementx and velocityẋ of the train.

Grade resistance.From [23], the grade resistance forceFg,
which comes from the grade of track at the point of the train’s
location, is modeled as

Fg(t)=M(t)g sin θ(t), (3)

whereθ(t) is the slope angle of the current track. The track
line is made up of several horizontal, slope and curvature
tracks. For a certain slope track, the slope angleθ is a constant
depending on the displacementx of the train.

Curvature force. From [23], the curvature forceFc, which
comes from the curvature of track at the point of the train’s
location, is modeled as

Fc(t)=0.004D(t)M(t), (4)

whereD(t) is the degree of curvature and can be calculated
by D(t) = 0.5dw/R(t), with dw being the distance between
the front and rare wheels of the train (the wheelbase length,a
constant for a certain train), andR(t) being the curve radius
(a constant for a certain curvature track). According to the
characteristics of the track line,D(t) can be considered as a
piecewise constant depending on the displacementx of the
train.
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From the above analysis, it is clear to see that the longi-
tudinal motion model of the high-speed train is in general
described by a time-varying dynamic equation. In practice,
its time-variation can be approximated by certain piecewise
constant functions, as the train operating conditions usually
follow certain piecewise properties. In this paper, such a
piecewise constant model and its control problems will be
focused. Especially, the case when the parameters of the train
are uncertain, will be considered.

C. Piecewise Dynamic Model

Using expressions (2)-(4) of the resistance forces, equation
(1) can be rewritten as

M(t)ẍ(t)=F (t)−
(

ar(t) + br(t)ẋ(t) + cr(t)ẋ
2(t)

)

−M(t)g sin θ(t) − 0.004D(t)M(t). (5)

With m(t) =
1

M(t)
, a(t) =

ar(t)

M(t)
, b(t) =

br(t)

M(t)
, c(t) =

cr(t)

M(t)
andϑ(t) = sin θ(t), this equation can be rewritten as

ẍ(t)=m(t)F (t) −
(

a(t) + b(t)ẋ(t) + c(t)ẋ2(t)
)

)

−gϑ(t)− 0.004D(t). (6)

According to the analysis above,m(t), a(t), b(t), c(t), ϑ(t),
and D(t) are piecewise constants and are dependent on the
displacementx and velocityẋ of the train.

DefineΩ as the region for all possible system statesx(t)
and ẋ(t) during the train operation, with itsl subregionsΩi,
i = 1, . . . , l. The values of(m(t), a(t), b(t), c(t), ϑ(t), D(t))
are determined as(m(t), a(t), b(t), c(t), ϑ(t), D(t)) =
(mi, ai, bi, ci, ϑi, Di), if (x(t), ẋ(t)) ∈ Ωi, wherei = 1, . . . , l,
mi, ai, bi, ci, ϑi, andDi are unknown constants. Due to the
fact thatx(t) and ẋ(t) are available, the time instants when
(x(t), ẋ(t)) jumps from one region to another are known.
Thus, the index “i” can represent the different operating
conditions of the train.

To describe the piecewise constants of the parameters in
equation (6), the indicator functionsχi(t) are introduced as
follows:

χi(t)=

{

1, if (x(t), ẋ(t)) ∈ Ωi,
0, otherwise,

(7)

l
∑

i=1

χi(t)=1, χp(t)χq(t) = 0, for p 6= q. (8)

It is assumed that there do not exist the common boundary, i.e.,
(x(t), ẋ(t)) only belongs to one region. Since the information
about (x(t), ẋ(t)) ∈ Ωi is available, the functionsχi(t)
defined in (7) are known.

Let x1 = x andx2 = ẋ. The longitudinal motion dynamics
(5) can be expressed as

ẋ1(t)=x2(t), (9)

ẋ2(t)=m(t)F (t)− a(t)− b(t)x2(t)− c(t)x2
2(t))

−gϑ(t)− 0.004D(t), (10)

where

m(t)=

l
∑

i=1

miχi(t), a(t) =

l
∑

i=1

aiχi(t), (11)

b(t)=

l
∑

i=1

biχi(t), c(t) =

l
∑

i=1

ciχi(t), (12)

ϑ(t)=
l

∑

i=1

ϑiχi(t), D(t) =
l

∑

i=1

Diχi(t), (13)

with mi, ai, bi, ci, ϑi, andDi being unknown constants, and
χi(t) being the indicator functions defined in (7).

Remark 2: Due to the time-varying parameters of the
resistances, the longitudinal dynamic motion model of a train
is time-varying. For the heavy haul trains, these parameters
are always set as known constants, see [4], [5] and [23].
Recently, some work about the unknown constant parameters
has been reported (see [2] and [8]). For high-speed trains,
these parameters are varying, especially forc. In this paper,
the piecewise constant model is introduced to describe the
varying parameters coordinating with the displacement and
velocity of the train. The proposed model is not only more
convenient for analysis of a time-varying model, but also has
the higher accuracy than that of the constant model, which is
suitable for a practical control design. 2

D. Actuator Failure Model

This paper is focused on dealing with the failures of
actuators such as PWMs, traction motors and mechanical
drives, which can lead to the traction forceF (t) abnormal.
The general failures of the actuators, such as, IGBT (Insulated
Gate Bipolar Transistor) failures (from PWMs), and failures
caused by motor overheating, turn-to-turn short circuit of
motor, slipping of mechanical drives, etc. These failures may
result in motor stop or loss of effectiveness of motor torque.
We consider there aren motors in a train. So, the resultant
traction forceF (t) is the sum of the forcesFj , j = 1, . . . , n,
generated from thejth motor:

F (t)=

n
∑

j=1

Fj(t). (14)

The actuator failures can be modeled by

Fj(t)= F̄j(t) = F̄j0 +

sj
∑

ρ=1

F̄jρfjρ(t), t ≥ tj , (15)

for somej ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. Here, the failure occurring time
instanttj, failure indexj, constants̄Fj0 andF̄jρ, are unknown,
while the basis signalsfjρ(t) are known, andsj are the
number of the basis signals of thejth actuator failure.

Remark 3: It should be pointed out that the actuator failure
model (15) is a completely parameterized form which repre-
sents many different types of actuator failures. For instances,
when the motor is overheating or the rotor of the motor is
locked, it will stop by the protecting system. In this case,
F̄j0 = 0 and F̄jρ = 0, so F̄j = 0, for somej ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}
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andρ = 1, . . . , sj. When the mechanical drives slip, the force
Fj will become constant, i.e., for somej ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} and
ρ = 1, . . . , sj , F̄j0 equals to a constant and̄Fjρ = 0, so
F̄j = F̄j0 is a constant. When the failures (broken, aging) of
the IGBTs in PWMs occur, the force may be time-varying,
for which the control signal cannot be applied. These actuator
failures may occur, but which types of the failure occur are
unknown. 2

From (15), the input of system (9)-(10) can be expressed as

F (t)=
n
∑

j=1

(

σjνj(t) + (1 − σj)F̄j(t)
)

, (16)

whereνj(t) is the applied control signal to be designed, and
σj is the actuator failure pattern parameter with

σj =σj(t)

=

{

0, if the jth actuator fails, i.e.,Fj(t) = F̄j(t),
1, otherwise.

(17)

There aren actuators in a train and up tōn unknown actuator
failures (̄n < n), that is, anyn̄ of the n actuators may fail
during the train operation. When an actuator fails, the failure
time and failure parameters are unknown. For the adaptive
actuator failure compensation problem of the high-speed train,
the basic assumption is given as: (A1) for any up ton̄ actuators
fail, the remaining healthy actuators can still achieve the
desired control objective.

Since the actuators in the power units use the same control
signal, it follows from (15) and (16) that the system input can
be expressed by

F (t)=kνν0(t) + ξT̟(t), (18)

ξ=[ξT1 , ξ
T
2 , . . . , ξ

T
n ]

T , (19)

ξj =[ξj0, ξj1, . . . , ξjsj ]
T ∈ Rsj+1, (20)

̟(t)= [1, f11(t), . . . , f1s1(t), . . . , 1, fj1(t), . . . , fjsj (t), . . . ,

1, fn1(t), . . . , fnsn(t)]
T , for j = 1, . . . , n, (21)

whereν0(t) is a designed control signal, andkν is the actuator
failure pattern parameter withξ and̟(t) to determine which
actuators and what kind of failures occur. The parameterkν
only takes one integer in the interval[n− n̄, n] to respect the
different failures. The cases of differentkν with parametersξ
and̟(t) are listed as follows:

1) kν = n: there is no failure, andξ = 0.
2) kν = n − 1: one actuator failure occurs. If thepth

actuator fails, thenξp = [F̄p0, F̄p1, . . . , F̄psp ]
T , and

ξq = 0, for q = 1, . . . , n andq 6= p.
3) kν = n− n̄: n̄ actuators fail. For the healthy actuatorsq,

the termsξq = 0, and for the othersp failed actuators,
ξp = [F̄p0, F̄p1, . . . , F̄psp ]

T , with p 6= q.

Remark 4: Equations (18)-(21) have been used to describe
the system input, which contain the healthy and faulty cases
of the actuators. The different values of the coordinating
parameterskν and ξ represent the corresponding different
actuator failures. It should be noted that the parameterskν
andξ can change their values with the failure evolution. But
for a time interval, the actuator failure patten is fixed, that

is, actuators only fail at some time points. Considering the
unknown failure time points,kν andξ are piecewise constants
with the unknown jump time. 2

E. Objective and Design Issues

Objective. The objective of this paper is to develop an
adaptive failure compensation scheme for high-speed trains de-
scribed by (2), (9), and (10), with unknown friction parameters
modeled in (11)-(13), and unknown actuator failures modeled
in (18)-(21), to guarantee the system stability and asymptotic
tracking properties even in the presence of actuator failures.

Design issues.To achieve the objective above, the following
technical issues need to be solved:

1) Develop an adaptive controller for the healthy high-
speed train modeled by piecewise constant model with
unknown parameters, to guarantee system stability and
asymptotic tracking.

2) Analyze matching conditions for healthy and failure
cases to design the adaptive controller.

3) Design an adaptive failure compensation scheme for the
piecewise constant model with unknown parameters and
actuator failures.

In the subsequent sections, a failure compensation framework
will be proposed, under which both healthy and faulty cases
are studied. The failure compensation controller proposedfor
the actuator failures with unknown failure time and failure
parameters can deal with the piecewise constant model with
the unknown parameters, simultaneously.

III. A DAPTIVE CONTROLLER DESIGN FORHEALTHY

SYSTEM

The analysis in Section III shows that the longitudinal
motion of high-speed trains is modeled as a piecewise constant
nonlinear system with unknown parameters. The controller
design for this class of system has not been available in the
existing results. A new adaptive state feedback controlleris
proposed for the first time to achieve the closed-loop stability
(signal boundedness) and state tracking for the high-speed
train motion control.

A. Reference Model System

The system is expected to track the reference trajectory
xd(t), which is produced by a linear reference model system

ẋd(t)=Adxd(t) +Bdr(t), xd(t) = [xd1(t), xd2(t)]
T(22)

whereAd is a stable matrix.
From the structure of the train system (9)-(10), the reference

model system is chosen as
[

ẋd1(t)
ẋd2(t)

]

=

[

0 1
−ad1 −ad2

] [

xd1(t)
xd2(t)

]

+

[

0
bd

]

r(t), (23)

wheread1 > 0, ad2 > 0, andbd > 0, r(t) ∈ R is the reference
input signal, which is continuous and bounded.
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Although the plant (9)-(10) is a piecewise constant model,
the structure of the model is determined. The reference model
can be chosen a common one, that is, the parameters in
reference model (23) are constants. This choice can satisfy
the design requirements and can simplify the controller design,
which is more suitable for practical engineering.

B. Controller Structure

The following adaptive state feedback controller structure
is proposed:

F (t)=kx1
(t)x1(t) + kx2

(t)x2(t) + kr(t)r(t)

+â(t) + ĉ(t)x2
2(t) + gϑ̂(t) + 0.004D̂(t), (24)

wherer(t) is a reference input signal,kx1
(t), kx2

(t), kr(t),
â(t), ĉ(t), ϑ̂(t), andD̂(t) are time-varying parameters defined
as

kx1
(t)=

l
∑

i=1

kx1i
(t)χi(t), kx2

(t) =

l
∑

i=1

kx2i
(t)χi(t),(25)

kr(t)=

l
∑

i=1

kri(t)χi(t), â(t) =

l
∑

i=1

âi(t)χi(t), (26)

ĉ(t)=

l
∑

i=1

ĉi(t)χi(t), ϑ̂(t) =

l
∑

i=1

ϑ̂i(t)χi(t), (27)

D̂(t)=
l

∑

i=1

D̂i(t)χi(t), (28)

with χi(t) being defined in (7),kx1i
(t), kxi2

(t), kri(t), âi(t),
ĉi(t), ϑ̂i(t), andD̂i(t) being the time-varying estimates of the
nominal controller parameters:

k∗x1
(t)=

l
∑

i=1

k∗x1i
χi(t), k∗x2

(t) =

l
∑

i=1

k∗x2i
χi(t), (29)

k∗r (t)=

l
∑

i=1

k∗riχi(t), a∗(t) =

l
∑

i=1

a∗iχi(t), (30)

c∗(t)=

l
∑

i=1

c∗iχi(t), ϑ∗(t) =

l
∑

i=1

ϑ∗

iχi(t), (31)

D∗(t)=

l
∑

i=1

D∗
i χi(t), (32)

with k∗x1i
, k∗x2i

, k∗ri, a
∗
i , c∗i , andϑ∗

i , D∗
i being constants and

satisfying:

ad1=−mik
∗
x1i

, ad2 = bi −mik
∗
x2i

, bd = mik
∗
ri, (33)

ai=mia
∗

i , ci = mic
∗

i , ϑi = miϑ
∗

i , Di = miD̂
∗

i .(34)

With (24) in (9)-(10) under (33)-(34), we have the closed-
loop system

ẋ1(t)=x2(t), (35)

ẋ2(t)=−ad1x1(t)− ad2x2(t) + bdr(t)

+

l
∑

i=1

mik̃x1i
(t)χi(t)x1(t)

+

l
∑

i=1

mik̃x2i
(t)χi(t)x2(t) +

l
∑

i=1

mik̃ri(t)χi(t)r(t)

+

l
∑

i=1

miãi(t)χi(t) +

l
∑

i=1

mic̃i(t)χi(t)x
2
2(t)

+g

l
∑

i=1

miϑ̃i(t)χi(t) + 0.004

l
∑

i=1

miD̃i(t)χi(t). (36)

where k̃x1i
(t) = k∗x1i

− kx1i
(t), k̃x2i

(t) = k∗x2i
− kx2i

(t),
k̃ri(t) = k∗ri − kri(t), ãi(t) = a∗i − âi(t), c̃i(t) = c∗i − ĉi(t),
ϑ̃i(t) = ϑ∗

i − ϑ̂i(t).
The equations in (33)-(34) are the plant-model matching

conditions; that is, if the plant parametersmi, ai, bi, ci, ϑi,
andDi are known, the nominal control law

F (t)=k∗x1
(t)x1(t) + k∗x2

(t)x2(t) + k∗r (t)r(t)

+a∗(t) + c∗(t)x2
2(t) + gϑ∗(t) + 0.004D∗(t), (37)

leads to the tracking errorse1(t) = x1(t)−xd1(t) ande2(t) =
x2(t)− xd2(t) satisfy

ė1(t)= e2(t), (38)

ė2(t)=−ad1e1(t)− ad2e2(t), (39)

which implies thate1(t) ande2(t) approach zero exponentially
ast → ∞, due to the choice ofad1 > 0 andad2 > 0 to make
Ad stable.

C. Adaptive Laws

To develop adaptive laws for updating the parameter esti-
mateskx1i

(t), kxi2
(t), kri(t), âi(t), ĉi(t), ϑ̂i(t), and D̂i(t),

an error equation in terms ofe1(t), e2(t), k̃x1i
(t), k̃x2i

(t),
k̃ri(t), ãi(t), c̃i(t), ϑ̃i(t), D̃i(t) is needed. In view of (23)
and (35)-(36), we have

ė1(t)= e2(t), (40)

ė2(t)=−ad1e1(t)− ad2e2(t)

+

l
∑

i=1

1

k∗ri
bd

(

k̃x1i
(t)χi(t)x1(t) + k̃x2i

(t)χi(t)x2(t)

+k̃ri(t)χi(t)r(t) + ãi(t)χi(t) + c̃i(t)χi(t)x
2
2(t)

+gϑ̃i(t)χi(t) + 0.004D̃i(t)χi(t)
)

. (41)

With e(t) = [e1(t), e2(t)]
T , the following parameter adaptive

laws are used to update the controller parameters in (24):

k̇x1i
(t)=−Γx1i

x1(t)e
T (t)PdBdχi(t), (42)

k̇x2i
(t)=−Γx2i

x2(t)e
T (t)PdBdχi(t), (43)

k̇ri(t)=−Γrir(t)e
T (t)PdBdχi(t), (44)

˙̂ai(t)=−Γaie
T (t)PdBdχi(t), (45)

˙̂ci(t)=−Γcix
2
2(t)e

T (t)PdBdχi(t), (46)
˙̂
ϑi(t)=−Γϑige

T (t)PdBdχi(t), (47)
˙̂
Di(t)=−ΓDi0.004e

T (t)PdBdχi(t), (48)

whereΓx1i
, Γx2i

, Γri, Γci, Γai, Γϑi, and ΓDi are positive
constants andPd > 0, satisfyingAT

d Pd + PdAd = −Qd, for
someQd > 0.

Remark 5: It should be noted that there is a sign function
sign[·], for examples [18] and [19], in adaptive laws. However,
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the adaptive laws (42)-(48) do not involve the sign functions,
due to sign[k∗ri] being positive. This can be obtained directly
from the equationbd = mik

∗
ri, as bd is chosen as positive

constant andmi is always positive. 2

D. Stability Analysis

Based on the adaptive laws (42)-(48), the following stability
and tracking properties can be obtained:

Theorem 1: For the piecewise constant system (9)-(10) and
the reference model system (23), the controller (24) with its
parameters updated by the adaptive laws (42)-(48) ensures
the boundedness of all closed-loop signals, and the asymptotic
state tracking:limt→∞ e(t) = 0.

Proof: The values of the parametersad1, ad2 andbd ensure
the stability of (23), i.e.,xd(t) ∈ L∞.

Consider the following continuous Lyapunov function

V = eTPde+

l
∑

i=1

1

k∗ri

(

Γ−1
x1i

k̃2x1i
+ Γ−1

x2i
k̃2x2i

+ Γ−1
ri k̃

2
ri

+Γ−1
ai ã

2
i + Γ−1

ci c̃
2
i + Γ−1

ϑi ϑ̃
2
i + Γ−1

DiD̃
2
i

)

. (49)

With the estimation error in (40)-(41) and the adaptive laws
in (42)-(48), the time derivative ofV becomes

V̇ =−eT (t)Qde(t) ≤ 0, (50)

which indicates that the closed-loop system consisting of (40)-
(41) and (42)-(48) is uniformly stable and its solutions is
uniformly bounded, that is,e(t), x1(t), x2(t), kx1i

(t), kx2i
(t),

kri(t), âi(t), ĉi(t), ϑ̂i(t), D̂i(t), and ė(t) are all bounded.
Then, with the structure of the failure compensation controller
(24), the boundedness ofν0(t) is ensured. Further, (50) implies
e(t) ∈ L2 and solimt→∞ e(t) = 0. ∇

The proposed adaptive control scheme can achieve the
closed-loop stability and tracking performance of high-speed
trains with its time-varying parameters modeled as piecewise
constants. Compared with the existing results [2], [3], this
method can relax the condition that the general resistance
Fr(t) of the unknown parametersa(t), b(t) and c(t) should
have a known bound.

E. Simulation Study

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed adaptive
controller, simulation study on a high-speed train is presented.
The system parameters are borrowed from a CRH type train
([2], [24]), in which 4 motors are considered.

Tracking performance and reference model.To verify the
control scheme well and according to [2], [25], [26], several
operating conditions including acceleration, reacceleration,
constant speed, deceleration, constant speed, redeceleration,
and slowing down until fully stop, as shown in Fig. 1, are
considered during the train operation. Choose the parameters
of the reference model asad1 = 0.12, ad2 = 1.9 and
bd = 1/(500 × 103). In the simulation, the reference input
is calculated based on the distance and the velocity given in
Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1: Desired distance and velocity trajectories.

Simulation conditions. According to the tracking distance
and velocity trajectories in Fig. 1, the train does not stop during
the travel. So the mass of the train does not change, which
is chosen asMi = M = 400 ton. We consider the train
consisting of 8 vehicles (4 locomotives and 4 carriages), in
which the number of the actuators are 16. Due to the tunnel,
slope and curvature which lead to the changes of the resistance
coefficients in the travel, 4 modes will be considered for the
healthy system (ai, bi, ci, ϑi, andDi are defined as equations
(11)-(13), andai, bi, ci, ϑi are expressed in kN, kN s/m, kN
s2/m2 and degree.)

(i) For t < 400 s, the train bakes up. In this case, the
coefficients are chosen asa1 = 3.25× 103, b1 = 26.75,
c1 = 0.48, θ1 = 0, andD1 = 0.

(ii) During 400 ≤ t < 800 s, the train enters the tunnel.
Then the coefficients are chosen asa2 = 3.25 × 103,
b2 = 26.75, c2 = 0.78, θ2 = 0, andD2 = 0.

(iii) At 800 s, the train leaves the tunnel and travels in the
slope and curvature track. For800 ≤ t < 1200 s, the
coefficients area1 = 3.25×103, b1 = 26.75, c3 = 0.48,
θ3 = 10, andD3 = 0.34.

(iv) After 1200 s, the train moves in the open air and
horizontal track to slow down until fully stop. For
1200 ≤ t < 2000 s, the coefficients are chosen as
a4 = 3.25 × 103, b4 = 26.75, c4 = 0.48, θ4 = 0,
andD4 = 0.

These 4 modes are used to construct the controller system, in
which the parameters are unknown for the adaptive controller
design.
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Fig. 2: Distance and velocity trajectories for the piecewise
constant healthy model.

For simulation purpose, the initial sates are chosen as
x(0) = [−0.5 0]T , and the initial parameter estimates are
chosen as90% of their nominal values. The gains of the
adaptive laws in (42)-(48) are chosen as2.

Simulation results.Figs. 2-3 show the simulation results of
the healthy traction system modeled by piecewise model. Fig.
2 shows the distances (a) and velocities (b) of the train and
the reference model, in which the distance and velocity of the
train are represented by solid lines, while the desired distance
and velocity are used the dashed lines. Fig. 3 shows the state
tracking errors including the distance (a) and velocity (b).
From the simulation results, it can be seen that the proposed
adaptive controller can achieve the close-loop stability and
asymptotic tracking properties of the train even in the presence
of parameters changes.

IV. A DAPTIVE FAILURE COMPENSATIONDESIGN FOR

SINGLE OPERATING CONDITION

In this section, an adaptive failure compensation scheme
is proposed to guarantee the system stability and asymptotic
tracking properties in the presence of uncertain actuator fail-
ures, for the single operating condition when train is operating
under a certain rail condition, i.e., the parameters of the
train dynamic model are unknown constants but uncertain
actuator failures may occur. The key task is to design a
failure compensation controller structure which can guarantee
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Fig. 3: Tracking errors for the piecewise constant healthy
model.

the plant-model matching and is capable of dealing with any
possible failures:F (t) = kνν0(t) + ξT̟(t), with kν and ξ
being unknown piecewise constants.

A. System Description

Without loss of generality, assume that the train is operating
under theith dynamic model with the presence of actuator
failures. From (18)-(21), the system (9)-(10) is given by

ẋ1(t)=x2(t), (51)

ẋ2(t)=mi(kνν0(t) + ξT̟(t))− ai − bix2(t)

−cix
2
2(t)− gϑi − 0.004Di, (52)

wheremi, ai, bi, ci, ϑi, andDi are unknown constants;̟(t)
is the known function;kν = n and ξ = 0, before failures
occur, and are unknown constants, after failures occur;ν0 is
the applied control signal to be designed with failure compen-
sation to guarantee the closed-loop stability and asymptotic
state tracking properties. Note that if an actuator of a train
fails, its failure time and failure value are unknown. The index
“ i” is fixed to represent that the train is running in a certain
operating condition, i.e., the train is on a certain rail.
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B. Failure Compensation Controller Structure

We construct the adaptive failure compensation controller
structure as:

ν0(t)=kx1i
(t)x1(t) + kx2i

(t)x2(t) + kri(t)r(t) + ξ̂T (t)̟(t)

+âi(t) + ĉi(t)x
2
2(t) + gϑ̂i(t) + 0.004D̂i(t), (53)

wherer(t) is a reference input signal,kx1i
(t), kx2i

(t), kri(t),
ξ̂(t), âi(t), ĉi(t), ϑ̂i(t), and D̂i(t) are are the time-varying
estimates of the nominal controller parametersk∗x1i

, k∗x2i
, k∗ri,

ξ∗, a∗i , c∗i , ϑ∗
i , D∗

i , defined to satisfy

ad1=−mikνk
∗
x1i

, ad2 = bi −mikνk
∗
x2i

, (54)

bd=mikνk
∗

ri, ξ = −kνξ
∗, ai = mikνa

∗

i , (55)

ci=mikνc
∗
i , ϑi = mikνϑ

∗
i , Di = mikνD

∗
i . (56)

Use the control law (53) and the system (51)-(52) under the
conditions (54)-(56), to obtain

ẋ1(t)=x2(t), (57)

ẋ2(t)=−ad1x1(t)− ad2x2(t) + bdr(t) +mikν k̃x1i
(t)x1(t)

+mikν k̃x2i
(t)x2(t) +mikν k̃ri(t)r(t)

+mikν ξ̃
T (t)̟(t) +mikν ãi(t) +mikν c̃i(t)x

2
2(t)

+gmikν ϑ̃i(t) + 0.004mikνD̃i(t). (58)

where k̃x1i
(t) = k∗x1i

− kx1i
(t), k̃x2i

(t) = k∗x2i
− kx2i

(t),
k̃ri(t) = k∗ri − kri(t), ξ̃(t) = ξ∗ − ξ̂(t), ãi(t) = a∗i − âi(t),
c̃i(t) = c∗i − ĉi(t), ϑ̃i(t) = ϑ∗

i − ϑ̂i(t), D̃i(t) = D∗
i − D̂i(t).

Similar to the healthy case, the equations in (54)-(56)
are the plant-model matching conditions. The tracking er-
rors e1(t) = x1(t) − xd1(t) and e2(t) = x2(t) − xd2(t)
under the nominal failure compensation controllerν∗0 (t) =
k∗x1i

x1(t) + k∗x2i
x2(t) + k∗rir(t) + ξ∗T̟(t) + a∗i + c∗i x

2
2(t) +

gϑ∗
i + 0.004D∗

i (t), satisfy (38) and (39), which implies that
e1(t) ande2(t) approach zero exponentially ast → ∞.

As in [18], let(Tp, Tp+1), p = 0, 1, . . . ,M, with T0 = 0, be
time intervals. During these time intervals, the actuator failure
pattern is fixed, which means that the actuators only fail at
time Tp, for p = 0, 1, . . . ,M. Under Assumption (A1), we
haveM ≤ n̄ andTM+1 = ∞. At time Tp̄ , p̄ = 0, 1, . . . ,M,
similar to that in [19], it is obtained that the unknown plant
model matching parametersk∗x1i

, k∗x2i
, k∗ri, ξ

∗, a∗i , c∗i , ϑ∗
i , D∗

i ,
change their values as:

k∗x1i
=k∗x1i(p)

, k∗x2i
= k∗x2i(p)

, k∗ri = k∗ri(p), (59)

ξ∗= ξ∗(p), a∗i = a∗i(p), c∗i = c∗i(p), ϑ∗

i = ϑ∗

i(p), (60)

D∗

i =D∗

i(p), (61)

for t ∈ (Tp, Tp+1), p = 0, 1, . . . ,M, that is, the plant-model
matching parametersk∗x1i

, k∗x2i
, k∗ri, ξ

∗, a∗i , c∗i , ϑ∗
i , D∗

i are
piecewise constants, since under different failure conditions,
the system has different characteristics.

C. Adaptive Laws

When the constant parametersmi, kν , ξ, ai, bi, ci, ϑi, and
Di are unknown, it is required to use the adaptive failure
compensation controller (53) to ensure the stability of the
closed-loop system.

Substituting (23) into (57)-(58) and with the matching
condition bd = mikνk

∗
ri, it follows that the tracking error

dynamics are described by

ė1(t)= e2(t), (62)

ė2(t)=−ad1e1(t)− ad2e2(t) +
1

k∗ri
bd

(

k̃x1i
(t)x1(t)

+k̃x2i
(t)x2(t) + k̃ri(t)r(t) + ξ̃T (t)̟(t)

+ãi(t) + c̃i(t)x
2
2(t) + gϑ̃i(t) + 0.004D̃i(t)

)

.(63)

Similar to the healthy case and from the marching condi-
tions (54)-(56) , the sign of the parameterk∗ri can be obtained
as positive. Withe(t) = [e1(t), e2(t)]

T and sign[k∗ri] being
positive, the following parameter adaptive laws are applied to
update the controller parameters in (53):

k̇x1i
(t)=−γx1i

x1(t)e
T (t)PdBd, (64)

k̇x2i
(t)=−γx2i

x2(t)e
T (t)PdBd, (65)

k̇ri(t)=−γrir(t)e
T (t)PdBd, (66)

˙̂
ξ(t)=−γξ̟(t)eT (t)PdBd, (67)
˙̂ai(t)=−γaie

T (t)PdBd, (68)
˙̂ci(t)=−γcix

2
2(t)e

T (t)PdBd, (69)
˙̂
ϑi(t)=−γϑige

T (t)PdBd, (70)
˙̂
Di(t)=−γDi0.004e

T (t)PdBd, (71)

whereγx1i
, γx2i

, γri, γξ, γci, γai, γϑi, andγDi are positive
constants andPd > 0, satisfyingAT

d Pd + PdAd = −Qd, for
someQd > 0.

D. Performance Analysis

We obtain the following stability and tracking properties:
Theorem 2: The adaptive failure compensation controller

(53) updated by the adaptive laws (64)-(71), applied to the
faulty system (51)-(52), ensures that all closed-loop signal-
s are bounded and the state tracking errore(t) satisfies
limt→∞ e(t) = 0.

Proof: Consider the following candidate Lyapunov function

V = eTPde+
1

k∗ri

(

γ−1
ξ ξ̃T ξ̃ + γ−1

x1i
k̃2x1i

+ γ−1
x2i

k̃2x2i
+ γ−1

ri k̃2ri

+γ−1
ai ã

2
i + γ−1

ci c̃2i + γ−1
ϑi ϑ̃

2
i + γ−1

Di D̃
2
i

)

. (72)

For t ∈ (Tp, Tp+1) andp = 0, 1, . . . ,M, k̃x1i
(t) = −k̇x1i

(t),

k̃x2i
(t) = −k̇x2i

(t), k̃ri(t) = −k̇ri(t), ξ̃(t) = −
˙̂
ξ(t), ãi(t) =

− ˙̂ai(t), c̃i(t) = − ˙̂ci(t), ϑ̃i(t) = −
˙̂
ϑi(t), D̃i(t) = −

˙̂
Di(t),

given thatk∗x1i
= k∗

x1i(p)
, k∗x2i

= k∗
x2i(p)

, k∗ri = k∗
ri(p), ξ

∗ =
ξ∗(p), a∗i = a∗

i(p), c∗i = c∗
i(p), ϑ∗

i = ϑ∗

i(p), D∗
i = D∗

i(p) are
constant fort ∈ (Tp, Tp+1). It should be noted thatV (·) as a
function of t is not continuous becausek∗x1i

, k∗x2i
, k∗ri, ξ

∗, a∗i ,
c∗i , ϑ∗

i , D∗
i , are piecewise constant parameters.

With the estimation errors in (62)-(63) and the adaptive laws
in (64)-(71), the time derivative ofV for t ∈ (Tp, Tp+1), p =
0, 1, . . . ,M, becomes

V̇ =−eT (t)Qde(t) ≤ 0, (73)
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Due to the finite number of failures in the system,V (TM) is
finite. From

V̇ =−eT (t)Qde(t) ≤ 0, t ∈ (TM,∞), (74)

the closed-loop system consisting of (62)-(63) and (64)-(71)
is uniformly stable and its solutions is uniformly bounded.
Therefore, all the variablese(t), x1(t), x2(t), kx1i

(t), kx2i
(t),

kri(t), ξ̂(t), âi(t), ĉi(t), ϑ̂i(t), D̂i(t), and ė(t) are bounded.
Then, with the structure of the failure compensation controller
(53), the boundedness ofν0(t) is ensured. Further, (74) implies
e(t) ∈ L2 and solimt→∞ e(t) = 0. ∇

In this section, the adaptive failure compensation method is
proposed for the constant case with unknown actuator failures,
which can achieve the tracking errors convergent to zero, i.e.,
the distance and velocity of the train can track the desired
trajectories.

E. Simulation Study

In this section, a simulation study result is given to demon-
strate the effectiveness of the proposed failures compensation
scheme. Consider the plant the same as that of the healthy
case in Part E of Section III.

Simulation conditions. The desired tracking performance
and reference model are taken the same as in Section III, which
is shown in Fig. 1. In this section, only the constant parameter
case is considered. The coefficients are chosen asai = 3.25×
103 (kN), bi = 26.75 (kN s/m),ci = 0.48 (kN s2/m2), θi = 10
(degree),Di = 0.34, with Mi = M = 400 ton, g = 9.8,
n = 16.

Due to the same type and control scheme applied for each
motor, if there are more than one motor failed, the effective-
ness of the failed motors can be considered as the failure from
one motor. Then, the left healthy motors provide the traction
force. Here, one motor failure is taken into consideration,
which is expressed as:Fα fails for someα ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4},

Fα(t)

=







2× 105, for 400 ≤ t < 600s;
2× 105(1 + sin(0.05t− 30)), for 600 ≤ t < 800s;
0, for 800 ≤ t ≤ 2000s;

Fβ = νβ , β 6= α, β ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}.
The initial conditions are chosen asxd(0) = x(0) = [0 0]T ,

and the initial parameter estimates are95% of their ideal
values. The gains of the adaptive laws in (64)-(71) are chosen
as2.

Simulation results. Figs. 4-5 show the simulation results
of the traction system with actuator failures. Fig. 4 shows the
distances (a) and velocities (b) including the plant distance and
velocity (solid) and the desired distance and velocity (dashed).
Fig. 5 shows the tracking errors including the distance (a) and
velocity (b). From the simulation results, it can be seen that
the proposed adaptive controller can achieve the close-loop
stability and asymptotic tracking properties of the train even
in the presence of parameters changes.
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Fig. 4: Distances and velocity for the constant case with
actuator failures.
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Fig. 5: Tracking errors for the constant case with actuator
failures.
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V. A DAPTIVE FAILURE COMPENSATIONDESIGN FOR

MULTIPLE OPERATING CONDITIONS

In the above section, we have proposed an adaptive failure
compensation scheme for the single operating condition, i.e.,
the parameters of the plant are constants. In this section,
an adaptive failure compensation scheme will be developed
for the multiple (whole) operating conditions, in the case
where the parameters of the model are piecewise constants
with known jump time and the actuator failures are expressed
as piecewise constants with unknown jump time (occurrence
time). The key task is to design a failure compensation
controller with its adaptive laws, which is suitable for these
two kinds of piecewise models, simultaneously.

A. Faulty System Description

With actuator failures modeled as in (18)-(21), the dynamic
(9)-(10) becomes

ẋ1(t)=x2(t), (75)

ẋ2(t)=

l
∑

i=1

miχi(t)(kνν0(t) + ξT̟(t))

−
l

∑

i=1

aiχi(t)−
l

∑

i=1

biχi(t)x2(t)−
l

∑

i=1

ciχi(t)x
2
2(t)

−g

l
∑

i=1

ϑiχi(t)− 0.004

l
∑

i=1

Diχi(t), (76)

where the piecewise constant parametersmi, ai, bi, ci, ϑi,
andDi are defined in (11)-(13);̟ (t) is the known function;
kν = n and ξ = 0, before failures occur, and are unknown
constants, after failures occur;ν0 is the applied control signal
to be designed with failure compensation to guarantee the
system stability and asymptotic tracking properties. Notethat
if an actuator of a train fails, its failure time and failure value
are unknown.

B. Failure Compensation Controller Structure

We propose the adaptive failure compensation controller
structure as

ν0(t)=kx1
(t)x1(t) + kx2

(t)x2(t) + kr(t)r(t) + ξ̂T (t)̟(t)

+â(t) + ĉ(t)x2
2(t) + gϑ̂(t) + 0.004D̂(t), (77)

wherer(t) is a reference input signal,̂ξ(t) is a time-varying
parameters,kx1

(t), kx2
(t), kr(t), â(t), ĉ(t), ϑ̂(t), and D̂(t)

are time-varying parameters defined as (25)-(28), withkx1i
(t),

kx2i
(t), kri(t), ξ̂(t), âi(t), ĉi(t), ϑ̂i(t), and D̂i(t) being the

time-varying estimates of the nominal controller parameters
k∗x1i

, k∗x2i
, k∗ri, ξ

∗, a∗i , c∗i , ϑ∗
i , D∗

i , i ∈ I, satisfying

ad1=−mikνk
∗

x1i
, ad2 = bi −mikνk

∗

x2i
, (78)

bd=mikνk
∗

ri, ξ = −kνξ
∗, ai = mikνa

∗

i , (79)

ci=mikνc
∗

i , ϑi = mikνϑ
∗

i , Di = mikνD
∗

i . (80)

Use the controller (77) and the system (75)-(76) under (78)-
(80), to obtain

ẋ1(t)=x2(t), (81)

ẋ2(t)=−ad1x1(t)− ad2x2(t) + bdr(t)

+

l
∑

i=1

mikν k̃x1i
(t)χi(t)x1(t)

+
l

∑

i=1

mikν k̃x2i
(t)χi(t)x2(t) +

l
∑

i=1

mikν k̃ri(t)χi(t)r(t)

+

l
∑

i=1

mikνχi(t)ξ̃(t)̟(t) +

l
∑

i=1

mikν ãi(t)χi(t)

+

l
∑

i=1

mikν c̃i(t)χi(t)x
2
2(t) + g

l
∑

i=1

mikν ϑ̃i(t)χi(t)

+0.004

l
∑

i=1

mikνD̃i(t)χi(t). (82)

where k̃x1i
(t) = k∗x1i

− kx1i
(t), k̃x2i

(t) = k∗x2i
− kx2i

(t),
k̃ri(t) = k∗ri − kri(t), ξ̃(t) = ξ∗ − ξ̂(t), ãi(t) = a∗i − âi(t),
c̃i(t) = c∗i − ĉi(t), ϑ̃i(t) = ϑ∗

i − ϑ̂i(t), D̃i(t) = D∗
i − D̂i(t).

The equations in (78)-(80) are the plant-model match-
ing conditions. Similar to the healthy and single operating
condition, the tracking errorse1(t) = x1(t) − xd1(t) and
e2(t) = x2(t)−xd2(t) under the nominal failure compensation
controller ν∗0 (t) = k∗x1

(t)x1(t) + k∗x2
(t)x2(t) + k∗r (t)r(t) +

ξ∗̟(t) + a∗(t) + c∗(t)x2
2(t) + gϑ∗(t) + 0.004D∗(t), satisfy

(38) and (39), which implies thate1(t) and e2(t) approach
zero exponentially ast → ∞.

Let (Tp, Tp+1) be the time intervals forp = 0, 1, . . . ,M,
with T0 = 0, on which the actuator failure pattern is fixed,
that is, the actuators only fail at timeTp, p = 0, 1, . . . ,M.
Moreover, M ≤ n̄ and TM+1 = ∞. For the piecewise
constant model (75)-(76), let{Tq}

∞
q=1 denote the known time

instants at which (75)-(76) switches between modes. It should
be noted that the actuator failure timeTp is unknown, but
switching mode timeTq is known. Then, for the matching
conditions, there are two possible cases depending on the
actuator failure timeTp andTp+1.

(i) Tq−1 < Tp < Tq, Tq−1 < Tp+1 < Tq: The actuator
failures occur before the system (75)-(76)switches mode.
Assume at the time interval(Tq−1, Tq), the system (75)-
(76) is under theith dynamics model. Then, at timeTp̄,
p̄ = 0, 1, . . . ,M, the unknown plant model matching
parametersk∗x1i

, k∗x2i
, k∗ri, ξ

∗, a∗i , c∗i , ϑ∗
i , D∗

i , change
their values during the time intervals(Tq−1, Tq), such
that

k∗x1i
=k∗x1i(p)

, k∗x2i
= k∗x2i(p)

, k∗ri = k∗ri(p), (83)

ξ∗= ξ∗(p), a∗i = a∗i(p), c∗i = c∗i(p), (84)

ϑ∗

i =ϑ∗

i(p), D∗

i = D∗

i(p), (85)

for t ∈ (Tp, Tp+1), p = 0, 1, . . . ,M. This means that
the plant-model matching parametersk∗x1i

, k∗x2i
, k∗ri, ξ

∗,
a∗i , c∗i , ϑ∗

i , D∗
i are piecewise constants, during the time

interval (Tq−1, Tq) (under theith dynamics model).
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(ii) Tq−1 < Tp < Tq, Tq < Tp+1: The actuator failures
occur after the system (75)-(76) switches mode. Assume
at the time intervals(Tq−1, Tq) and (Tq, Tq+1), the
system (75)-(76) are under theith andi+1th dynamics
models, separately. Then, at timeTq̄, q̄ = 0, 1, . . . ,∞,
the unknown plant model matching parameters change
their values during the time intervals(Tq−1, Tp+1), such
that

k∗x1i
=k∗x1i(p)

, k∗x2i
= k∗x2i(p)

, k∗ri = k∗ri(p), (86)

ξ∗= ξ∗(p), a∗i = a∗i(p), c∗i = c∗i(p), (87)

ϑ∗

i =ϑ∗

i(p), D∗

i = D∗

i(p), (88)

and

k∗x1i+1
=k∗x1i+1(p)

, k∗x2i+1
= k∗x2i+1(p)

, (89)

k∗ri+1=k∗ri+1(p), ξ∗ = ξ∗(p), (90)

a∗i+1=a∗i+1(p), c∗i+1 = c∗i+1(p), (91)

ϑ∗

i+1=ϑ∗

i+1(p), D∗

i+1 = D∗

i+1(p), (92)

that is, the plant-model matching parametersk∗x1i
, k∗x2i

,
k∗ri, ξ

∗, a∗i , c∗i , ϑ∗
i , D∗

i change their values according to
the switching modes with known switching times.

Remark 6: For system operation in this case, there are two
possible situations: (i) some different failures occur under a
certain system mode and (ii) the system mode switches under
a certain failure patten. The situation (i) is equivalent tothe
single operating condition addressed in Section IV. Whenkν
and ξ change, for the certainith dynamic system model, the
parameters of the faulty system defined in (75) and (76) also
change, and so do the matching parametersk∗x1i

, k∗x2i
, k∗ri, ξ

∗,
a∗i , c∗i , ϑ∗

i , D∗
i . The treatment for the situation (ii) is similar

to the case where the system mode switches, addressed in
Section III, with a fixed actuator failure uncertainty. Then,
it can be seen that the parameter of failuresξ∗(p) does not
change, because this parameter is independent of the system
parametersmi, ai, bi, ci, ϑi, andDi. The whole system (75)-
(76) switches between these two modes, in which the system
mode switching time is known, and the parameter switchings
caused by system mode changes are dealt via the plant-model
matching and controller adaptation. 2

C. Adaptive Laws

Using the controller (77) and the system (75)-(76) and from
the matching conditionbd = mikνk

∗
ri, we have the tracking

error equations

ė1(t)= e2(t), (93)

ė2(t)=−ad1e1(t)− ad2e2(t) +

l
∑

i=1

1

k∗ri
bdξ̃(t)̟(t)χi(t)

+

l
∑

i=1

1

k∗ri
bd

(

k̃x1i
(t)χi(t)x1(t) + k̃x2i

(t)χi(t)x2(t)

+k̃ri(t)χi(t)r(t) + ãi(t)χi(t) + c̃i(t)χi(t)x
2
2

+gϑ̃i(t)χi(t) + 0.004D̃i(t)χi(t)
)

, (94)

Similar to the above two cases and according to the match-
ing conditions (78)-(80), the sign of the parameterk∗ri can
be obtained to be positive. Sincee(t) = [e1(t), e2(t)]

T and
sign[k∗ri] is positive, the following parameter adaptive laws are
applied to update the controller parameters in (77):

k̇x1i
(t)=−γx1i

x(t)eT (t)PdBdχi(t), (95)

k̇x2i
(t)=−γx2i

x(t)eT (t)PdBdχi(t), (96)

k̇ri(t)=−γrir(t)e
T (t)PdBdχi(t), (97)

˙̂
ξ(t)=−γξ̟(t)eT (t)PdBd, (98)
˙̂ai(t)=−γaie

T (t)PdBdχi(t), (99)
˙̂ci(t)=−γcix

2
2(t)e

T (t)PdBdχi(t), (100)
˙̂
ϑi(t)=−γϑige

T (t)PdBdχi(t), (101)
˙̂
Di(t)=−γDi0.004e

T (t)PdBdχi(t), (102)

whereγx1i
, γx2i

, γri, γξ, γci, γai, γϑi, andγDi are positive
constants andPd > 0, satisfyingAT

d Pd + PdAd = −Qd, for
someQd > 0.

D. Performance Analysis

The performance of the adaptive controller is now analyzed
to obtain the following stability and tracking properties:

Theorem 3: For the faulty system (75)-(76) with actuator
failures (18)-(21), the adaptive failure compensation controller
(77) updated the adaptive scheme (95)-(102), ensures the
closed-loop signals boundedness and the state tracking error
e(t) satisfyinglimt→∞ e(t) = 0.

Proof: The values of the parametersad1, ad2 andbd ensure
the stability of (23), i.e.,xd(t) ∈ L∞.

For the tracking error dynamic equation (93)-(94), it should
be noted that there are two kinds of the unknown switching
parameters: one piecewise constant with the known switching
times representing byχi(t), and the other from the actuator
failures with unknown parameters inξ, whose switching rep-
resenting the failure changes is determined by failure pattern
changes. A desirable Lyapunov function should be chosen to
meet the characteristics of these two piecewise models. For
either the healthy system case or the single operating condition
with failures, only one of these characteristics is taken into
account, and now for both cases, two kinds of characteristics
are taken into account.

We choose the following candidate Lyapunov function:

V = eTPde +

l
∑

i=1

1

k∗ri
γ−1
ξ ξ̃T ξ̃ +

l
∑

i=1

1

k∗ri

(

γ−1
x1i

k̃2x1i
+ γ−1

x2i
k̃2x2i

+γ−1
ri k̃2ri + γ−1

ai ã
2
i + γ−1

ci c̃2i + γ−1
ϑi ϑ̃

2
i + γ−1

Di D̃
2
i

)

, (103)

where the term (containing̃ξ) about the failures is different
from the term (last term, containing̃kx1i

, k̃x2i
, k̃ri, ãi, c̃i, ϑ̃i,

andD̃i,) about the model parameters, because the switches of
the failures are achieved via the matching condition instead of
the indicator functionsχi(t) in (7). Also, V (·) as a function
of t is not continuous, becausek∗x1i

, k∗x2i
, k∗ri, ξ

∗, a∗i , c∗i , ϑ∗
i ,

D∗
i , are piecewise constant parameters. With the estimation

errors in (93)-(94) and the adaptive laws in (95)-(102), the
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time derivative ofV for t ∈ (Tp, Tp+1), p = 0, 1, . . . ,M,
becomes

V̇ =−eT (t)Qde(t) ≤ 0. (104)

Since there are only a finite number of failures in the system,
V (TM) is finite, and, from

V̇ =−eT (t)Qde(t) ≤ 0, t ∈ (TM,∞), (105)

the closed-loop system consisting of (81)-(82), (93)-(94)and
(95)-(102) is uniformly stable and its solutions is uniformly
ultimately bounded. That is,e(t), x1(t), x2(t), kx1i

(t), kx2i
(t),

kri(t), ξ̂(t), âi(t), ĉi(t), ϑ̂i(t), D̂i(t), andė(t) are all bounded.
Then, with the structure of the failure compensation controller
(77), the boundedness ofν0(t) is ensured. Further, equation
(105) impliese(t) ∈ L2 and solimt→∞ e(t) = 0. ∇

Recall that for the case considered in this section, there
are two kinds of parameter variations (see Remark 6),
caused by either actuator failure changes or system mode
changes. Our adaptive failure compensation controller (77) is
so parametrized that both parameter variations can be han-
dled, resulting in a complete system parametrization (94) and
enabling the design of the stable adaptive laws (95)-(102).To
handle unknown and switching parameters, those (from system
modes) with know switching time instants are parametrized in
the controller structure and those (from actuator failures) with
unknown switching time instants are both parametrized in the
controller and dealt with via the use of a piecewise Lyapunov
functionV .

We should also note that, compared with the existing results
about the failure compensation for high-speed trains [7], [8],
our proposed adaptive method does not require the known
bounds of the failures, whose knowledge may not be obtained
for some failures. Moreover, the proposed failure compensa-
tion scheme can guarantee the tracking errors (distance and
velocity tracking errors) convergent to zero with the unknown
actuator failures and is effective for the more general failures
which can be expressed as the form (15).

E. Simulation Study

In this section, simulation study on the plant the same as
that of the healthy plant will be presented.

Simulation conditions. Similar to Part E in Section III, 4
modes will be considered. Considering the failure modes, the
switching times between modes are different from that of the
healthy case in Section III. The system parametersai, bi, ci,
ϑi, andDi are defined as equations (11)-(13), andai, bi, ci,
ϑi are expressed in kN, kN s/m, kN s2/m2 and degree.

(i) For t < 400 s, the train bakes up. In this case, the
coefficients are chosen asa1 = 3.25× 103, b1 = 26.75,
c1 = 0.48, θ1 = 0, andD1 = 0.

(ii) During 400 ≤ t < 800 s, the train enters the tunnel.
Then the coefficients are chosen asa2 = 3.25 × 103,
b2 = 26.75, c2 = 0.78, θ2 = 0, andD2 = 0.

(iii) At 800 s, the train leaves the tunnel and travels in the
slope and curvature track. For800 ≤ t < 1400 s, the

coefficients area1 = 3.25×103, b1 = 26.75, c3 = 0.48,
θ3 = 10, andD3 = 0.34.

(iv) After 1400 s, the train moves in the open air and
horizontal track to slow down until fully stop. For
1400 ≤ t < 2000 s, the coefficients are chosen as
a4 = 3.25 × 103, b4 = 26.75, c4 = 0.48, θ4 = 0,
andD4 = 0.

These 4 modes are used to construct the controller system, in
which the parameters are unknown for the adaptive controller
design.

Considering the failure modes, i.e., the failure occurs before
or after the system mode switching, the following failures are
chosen, with whose modes and patterns are the same as that of
the signal-model case but the occurrence times are different.
The failure is expressed as:Fα fails for someα ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4},

Fα(t)

=







2× 105, for 600 ≤ t < 1000s;
2× 105(1 + sin(0.05t− 30)), for 1000 ≤ t < 1200s;
0, for 1200 ≤ t ≤ 2000s;

Fβ = νβ, β 6= α, β ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}.
The initial conditions are chosen asxd(0) = x(0) = [0 0]T ,

and the values of the initial parameter estimates are95% of
their ideal values. The gains of the adaptive laws in (95)-(102)
are chosen as2.
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Fig. 6: Distances and velocity trajectories for the piecewise
constant model with actuator failures.
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Simulation results. Figs. 6-7 show the simulation results
of the traction system with actuator failures. Fig. 6 shows the
distances (a) and velocities (b) including the plant distance and
velocity (solid) and the desired distance and velocity (dashed).
Fig. 7 shows the tracking errors including the distance (a) and
velocity (b). From the simulation results, it can be seen that
the proposed adaptive controller can achieve the close-loop
stability and asymptotic tracking properties of the train even
in the presence of parameters changes. practical situation.
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Fig. 7: The tracking errors for the piecewise constant model
with actuator failures

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the adaptive failure compensation problem is
addressed for high-speed trains with the longitudinal dynamics
and traction system actuator failures, which are uncertainin
time instants, values, and patterns. A new piecewise constant
model with unknown parameters is introduced to represent
the longitudinal dynamics with variable parameters. An adap-
tive failure compensation scheme, together with the adaptive
controller for healthy system, are developed to deal with the
unknown parameters in the plant and traction system actuator

failures. Simulation results demonstrate the effectiveness of
the obtained theoretical results.
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